A BILL FOR AN ACT

CONCERNING STATE PAYMENTS TO LICENSED HOSPICE FACILITIES FOR RESIDENTIAL CARE PROVIDED TO CERTAIN PERSONS ENROLLED IN THE MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWITH, MAKING AN APPROPRIATION.

Bill Summary

(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not reflect any amendments that may be subsequently adopted. If this bill passes third reading in the house of introduction, a bill summary that applies to the reengrossed version of this bill will be available at http://leg.colorado.gov/.)

Joint Budget Committee. The bill authorizes a state payment to qualified hospice providers, as defined in the bill, that provide hospice services in a licensed hospice facility to persons enrolled in the medical
assistance program who are eligible for care in a nursing facility but who are unable to secure a bed in a nursing facility due to the presence of COVID-19 in the state or for other reasons described in the bill. The eligible patient, as defined in the bill, must have a hospice diagnosis. The state payment to a qualified hospice provider is limited to not more than 28 days for each eligible patient.

The qualified hospice provider must provide residential services to an eligible patient during the fourth quarter of the 2020-21 fiscal year or during the 2021-22 fiscal year.

The state payment is an amount equal to one-half of the statewide average per diem rate for nursing facilities. State payments are limited to appropriations for this purpose.

The department of health care policy and financing shall administer the state payment and shall seek input from qualified hospice providers concerning the administration of the payment and the allocation of available appropriations.

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado:

SECTION 1. In Colorado Revised Statutes, add 25.5-4-424 as follows:

25.5-4-424. State payments to qualified hospice providers - dually eligible persons - no federal financial participation - rules - legislative declaration - definitions - repeal.

1. The general assembly finds and declares that as a result of the presence of the COVID-19 virus in the state and other circumstances, eligible patients in need of a nursing-facility level of care who are in their final weeks of life may not be able to find an appropriate placement in a nursing facility where they can receive hospice care. Without an available or appropriate nursing facility bed, hospice providers have made residential hospice beds available to these eligible patients despite receiving only reimbursement under the federal Medicare program for hospice services but not for expenses related to
room and board. Therefore, the general assembly declares that it is appropriate to make available to these qualified hospice providers for a limited period of time a state payment that is equal to the state share of funding under the medical assistance program that would otherwise be paid to a nursing facility if the nursing facility were able to provide a residential bed for an eligible patient.

(2) As used in this section, unless the context otherwise requires:

(a) "Eligible patient" means a person who is enrolled in the medical assistance program at the time the service is provided and who:

   (I) is eligible under the medical assistance program for care in a nursing facility at the time the service is provided;
   
   (II) has a hospice diagnosis; and
   
   (III) despite attempts to secure a bed, is unable to secure a Medicaid bed in a nursing facility due to COVID-19 impacts, complexity of medical care, behavioral health issues, or other issues as determined by the state department.

(b) "Qualified hospice provider" means a hospice provider that:

   (I) has been continuously enrolled with the state department since at least January 1, 2021;

   (II) provided hospice services to the eligible patient in a licensed hospice facility during the period beginning in the last quarter of the 2020-21 state fiscal year through the 2021-22 state fiscal year; and
(III) Complies with any billing or administrative requests of the State Department for purposes of determining eligibility for and administering the State payment.

(3) (a) Within existing appropriations for purposes of this section, the State Department shall distribute a State payment equal to one-half of the statewide average per diem rate, as defined in Section 25.5-6-201, to qualified hospice providers who provide hospice care in a licensed hospice facility to an eligible patient. The State payment to a qualified hospice provider pursuant to this section is limited to not more than twenty-eight days per eligible patient. A qualified hospice provider is not entitled to a State payment for an eligible patient, and the State Department shall not make any State payments after appropriations are exhausted.

(b) The State Department shall seek input from qualified hospice providers concerning the implementation of this section, including how to confirm eligibility for the State payment, how to bill for and distribute the State payment, how to notify qualified hospice providers when State appropriations are exhausted, and whether to allocate or apportion State appropriations over a geographic area or over the duration of the State payment period to ensure that residential beds are available for eligible patients where needed or for the duration of the State payment period.

(4) The State Board may adopt any rules necessary to implement this section.

(5) This section is repealed, effective July 1, 2022.
SECTION 2. Appropriation. For the 2020-21 state fiscal year, $684,000 is appropriated to the department of health care policy and financing. This appropriation is from the general fund. To implement this act, the department may use this appropriation for payments to qualified providers pursuant to section 25.5-4-424 (3), C.R.S. Any money appropriated in this section that is not expended prior to July 1, 2021, is further appropriated to the department for the 2021-22 state fiscal year for the same purpose.

SECTION 3. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, or safety.